Doctor Nathaniel
“Doc” Davenport
Doctor Davenport is the archetypal mad scientist, but with one
important difference—his inventions actually work! A genius
to some, a crank to others, his theories were laughed at when
he taught at Harvard, so he left his well-paid position to work
on his designs. Unwilling to work for private industry or the
government, Davenport operates out of his barn, creating
items for the use of his friends. Miss Valentine, who along
with the others foiled a kidnap attempt on him, has recently
agreed to provide funding for his work, so long as he remains
independent of any authority.
He is always tinkering with objects, either learning how they
work or just trying to improve them. His tampering does not
always produce the desired results, however. He also knows
about the feeling Brent and Amelia have for each other, and
wishes they’d get on with it.

Advances
25: Power Surge
30: New Power (boost/lower trait)
35: Physics d8 & Rocketry d8
40: Power Points (25)
45: Gadgeteer
50: New Power (stun)
55: Weird Science d12
60: Power Points (30)
65:Agility d8
70: Level Headed
75: Piloting d8 & Shooting d8
80: Power Points (35)
85: —
90: Professional (Weird Science) d12+1
95: —
100: Expert (Weird Science) d12+2
Press the
arrow on the character sheet to
advance your character automatically!
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Doctor Nathaniel “Doc” Davenport
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Driving

Notice

Fighting

Repair

Healing
Investigation

Shooting

+0

Anemic
Elderly
Habit (Minor: mutters to self)

Weird Science

Knowledge (Physics)
Knowledge (Rocketry)
Piloting
Arcane Background
(Weird Science)
New Power (x2)
Power Points (x2)

Lab clothes, tool belt, first aid kit,

Bolt (“light amplification & discharge device”)

Gizmos, $50

Deflection (“visual distortion field”)
Fly (“rocket propelled personal conveyance”)

English
French
German

